
Trekking at Peuma Hue 
 

Peuma Hue is a paradise for those who love hiking and trekking. A large variety of trails cross pristine forest, 

ancient rocks and stunning waterfalls with beautiful views over the Gutiérrez and Mascardi lakes and facing 

ancient mountain fold. Various trails leading to different waterfalls are available and you can link all these trails 

and waterfalls in longer options. You can also choose peaceful walks through the valley under ancient trees and 

forests. Walk or hike from just some minutes to a full day or link to the largest trekking network in Argentina, 

just behind our mountain with no need for transfers!  

 

This is one of the few places on Earth where waters are so clean and pure that you can safely drink out of a 

waterfall or a creek! 

 

Peuma Hue is also strategically located on the Huella Andina long distance trail; a chain of trekking paths, huts 

and a myriad of services on the backbone of the North Patagonian Andes. The estancia is the ideal deluxe 

Lodge to relax and enjoy other multiple outdoor activities on your way or to take it as a base to parts of the 

Huella Andina trek. And what a golden closing we offer if you choose to finish it here! 

 

Just within our property or adjacent to it, our guests have wonderful personal experiences not only due to the 

wonderful views, great and challenging hikes but also being in full contact with a peaceful place with a very 

powerful energy. Drawing in that energy connects people to what’s most valuable within and to pristine forest, 

rocks, ledges, waterfalls, canyons. It is all there in very short distances covered within a few hours of hike. 

Stand right underneath a huge waterfall that drops in front of you, opens up around you and keep flowing down 

in full strength, draining a huge bowl at the end of the Catedral Range; look for the perfect rock that holds your 

body while watching the lakes, forest and waterfalls around you; feel the energy of ancient rocks under ledges; 

connect with the healing energy of this magical forest; witness the power of nature walking by huge landslides.  

 

There are several options to choose, meeting different interests, lengths and levels of expertise. We will provide 

you with maps and an explanation highlighting different spots on the path. Trails are marked with ribbons of 

different colors to make it easier and often our dogs will be your “hiking guides” if you wish. If you would 

rather have any of us accompanying you, please let us know. 

Just as samples: 
 

 Trekking the Bridle trail and Cave loop 
Approximate time: 45 minutes 

Level of difficulty: easy 

Setting off from your house, access the lakefront and start walking 

towards the bay, at the foot of the D´Agostini peak. Follow the fence to 

its end. Follow the lake trail between the fence and the lake until the 

fence starts heading up the slope. At that point, you will be in a 

beautiful & pristine “coihue” forest. You can wander along the lake for 

a while if you wish, but eventually you won´t be able to keep going 

further, due to a high cliff. Back to the loop, once you reached the point 

where the fence starts going up, follow the trail up and each time there 

is a fork on the trail, take left, following the fence up. Close to where 

the fence ends, the trail forks again. Take to the left, where it opens up, 

out of the forest for a couple of yards. As soon as you turned, in the 

midst of the rosehip to your right, there is a trail leading to the first 

waterfall and a small inlet under a huge rock that we call the “cave”. It 

might take you 10 minutes up to the cave. Enjoy drinking from the 

creek and maybe taking a “refreshing shower” underneath the waterfall. 

Backtrack your steps to the bridle trail and turn into the direction back 



to Peuma Hue; into the forest and parallel to the lake. Follow it until you reach a dirt road leading towards the 

Mountain Villa. Turn left on the road towards the lake and back to your house.  

 

 Trekking back from Bahía Muñoz 
Approximate time: 1 ½ hour 

Level of difficulty: easy to moderate 

We will take you on a boat ride leaving from the front 

of the Main Poplar House towards the peninsula 

facing Peuma Hue. Depending on the length you wish 

to walk and the wind conditions, you can start your 

walk either at the bay facing towards Peuma Hue 

(shorter), or at the other side of the peninsula, at 

Bahía Muñoz. This would add from 20 to 30 minutes 

through flat forest terrain. If you start at the farthest 

Bahía Muñoz side, we will show you the trailhead 

across the peninsula. Follow the main path and you 

will eventually reach a river. There are 2 ways to 

cross it; either turning upstream to cross it on a big 

log (more adventurous and maybe hard for some) or 

walking downstream to the mouth, where the river is 

very shallow and it´s easy to wade (you will get your 

feet wet). If you crossed by the mouth, you will be at 

the beach facing Peuma Hue, at the other side of the peninsula. If you crossed over the log, follow the trail to 

that beach. Turn right to the end of the beach, where a trail starts heading towards Peuma Hue. You will have 

the lake at your left, enjoying beautiful views 

over the lake and facing mountains. Every time 

the trail forks, keep on the upper trail. Along the 

shore, you won´t be able to continue due to high 

cliffs. You will cross several streams and 

eventually reach a beautiful viewpoint above a 

rock, with beautiful views over Peuma Hue and 

the entire valley behind. The trail then starts to 

descend. Keep down and don´t follow the trail up 

pointing towards D´Agostini Falls, unless you 

wish to do that trail as well. Otherwise, stay down 

and follow the trail till it reaches the shore and 

along the lake, to Peuma Hue. 

 

 Trekking to D´Agostini Falls  
Approximate time: 1 ½ hour to the waterfall and back (currently loop is not allowed due to a slide)  

Level of difficulty: moderate to demanding. Steep but short. 

Setting off from your house, access the lakefront. Follow the fence to its end. At that point, you will be in a 

beautiful & pristine “coihue” forest. When you reached the point where the fence starts going up, follow the 

trail up and each time there is a fork on the trail, take left, following the fence up. Close to where the fence 

ends, the trail forks again, right where there is a sign pointing to Frey. Take to the right, towards Frey. The trail 

goes through rosehip and crosses a stream. About 5 yards from the stream, there is a sign saying to Bahía 

Muñoz to the right and D´Agostini Falls to the left and up. Take the trail to your left, going up. It is steep and 

before the first viewpoint above a rock, it will merge with a trail coming from the cave. Note this juncture, to 

take that trail on your way back. Keep going up and after sorting a big log, you will reach the first rock with a 

beautiful viewpoint over Peuma Hue and the valley behind. Continue up on the trail in the forest (please do not 

continue up on the rocky slope). At one point, you will be surrounding a huge rock (it will be to your right), 



hiking right at its foot. You will surround the rock and by the sign saying 

“to Terraza”, turn right. You will be on the rock, with wonderful views 

over the Gutiérrez Lake (it drains into the Atlantic), Peuma Hue, facing 

mountains and – standing to your left – you will also see the Continental 

Divide Valley to your right and next lake that drains into the Pacific: the 

Mascardi Lake. To leave this viewpoint, look backwards and take a trail 

behind you. Go back into the forest. Keep walking across until you come 

out of the forest again into a majestic series of waterfalls, pools, needles 

and vertical rock walls. Draw in the energy of the place, look for condors 

(they nest on those walls) and continue walking till you see a big rock to 

your left, that allows you to cross the creek. If you continue up following 

rocks, pools and waterfalls, you might find the perfect spot for you to 

take a dip in a pool, lie on the perfect rock to read and rest, or climb a bit. 

Enjoy drinking from the waterfalls and maybe taking a “refreshing 

shower” underneath it. Do not go any further than the longest drop, it gets 

more risky. Once you enjoyed this unbelievably beautiful and powerful 

place, backtrack your steps down the forest again, to the juncture we 

previously mentioned – below the first viewpoint rock. Take to the right 

and follow it until you crossed the stream again – this time farther above. 

Follow the trail up to your right, heading towards the “Cave”, a small 

inlet under a huge rock. From there, take the trail that goes straight down 

to the bridle trail and turn right (south) into the direction back to Peuma 

Hue; into the forest and parallel to the lake. Follow it about 10 to 15 

minutes until you reach a gravel road leading towards the Mountain Villa. Turn left on the road towards the lake 

and back to your house.  

 Option towards the Circles:  
Before you reach the gravel road leading to our Mountain Villa, there is a trail to the left, heading towards the 

lake. Take this trail down until it ends. Take to your right on a trail parallel to the lake and fence. Just about 10 

meters ahead, to your right there is an opening with 2 circles of big trees; each having tree stumps in a circle. It 

is a beautiful and peaceful place to rest, meditate or have a picnic, overlooking the lake. Once you wish to 

return, go down and turn to the right just before the fence. Follow the trail to the bay gate and to your house. 

 

 Trekking to the Continental Divide Hilltop and Mascardi Viewpoint 
Approximate time: 2 ½ hours 

Level of difficulty: moderate 

 

Take the road that leads towards the stables. Follow it in the direction to the Temple. Cross the stream and 

continue on the trail leading towards – and then behind – the Temple. Follow it to the end, until you hit our 

fence. Cross underneath the fence (no gate) and you will see a huge river of rocks – one of two huge rock slide 

branches that resulted from a massive landslide in 2006, coming down the back bowl of South Mt Catedral. 

Once you crossed the fence, cross to the facing left side of the river of rocks and follow it up the slope. The trail 

is not well marked, just follow the rocks up until you cannot go further, blocked by a series of fallen trees. Take 

left through the falling trees and you will be on the second rock slide branch. Turn right and follow that slide 

up, to our “Resilient Tree”, the first tree that was left standing during the slide and where the slide forked into 2 

branches. Watch how it healed itself, its missing bark, how he kept his ground in the face of such a drastic 

threat! From the Resilient Tree, cross the creek to your left and follow a trail up a short rise and into the forest. 

Turn right on the trail and up the slope. When the trail levels, there is a sign saying towards “Mirador del 

Mascardi”. Turn left on that sign and follow that valley trail. About 10 yards before this junction, there is a 

short 10 minute side trip you might wish to try. To your right there is a trail going down to the canyon and 

towards a beautiful waterfall and pools, where you can take a dip in the waters or underneath the waterfall. 

Come back the same way and follow to the junction by the sign to the “Mirador”, turning to your left. Follow 



that trail along the valley and wonderful forest until 

you cross a beautiful dry lagoon in the midst of the 

valley between the hill you will climb (to your left) 

and the South slope of Mt Catedral (to your right). 

Cross the lagoon – try some Yoga if you wish – to 

another second and smaller dry lagoon. After 

crossing the second lagoon, the trail forks. Take the 

trail to your LEFT and UP the hill. Otherwise, if 

you keep going straight ahead, you will be on the 

hike to the Klaussen valley, another hour to go. So 

follow the left trail up to the top of the hill. You 

will start having beautiful views over Mascardi 

Lake, on the other side of the continental Divide. 

Keep going up and a bit further and head slightly to 

your left in the direction of the Gutiérrez Lake. 

Continue to the end of the plateau, where it drops 

overlooking the whole valley. Indulge yourself in this majestic 360º view over both lakes, the facing older 

mountain fold and to the huge bowl of south Mt Catedral – part of the Andes. The views are amazing! A 

wonderful place to picnic and rest. To the left of the Catedral bowl, a steep valley separates it from Mt 

Klaussen. If windy, you can often see condors soaring high and playing with thermals. To return, backtrack the 

same trail.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Trekking to Jacuzzi Falls with Hilltop sidetrip and/or Klaussen sidetrip 

 

Approximate time: Jacuzzi Falls: 3 ½  hours. With hilltop side trip: 4 ½ hours 

With Jacuzzi Falls + hilltop + Klaussen: 5 ½  to 6 hours 

Level of difficulty: moderate to demanding 

 

 Jacuzzi Falls: 3 ½  hours approx.  

Take the road that leads towards the stables. Follow it in the direction to the Temple. Cross the stream and 

continue on the trail leading towards the Temple and NOT towards the bay. When the trail turns 90º left, in that 

corner you will find a cairn with one of our ribbons signaling the start of the trail through the rosehip. Follow 

the trail up the slope. It will cross a trail going towards the Mountain Villa. Keep going straight and into more 

and more beautiful open forest. The trail will reach one of our former ropes course event: a high beam crossing 



between 2 Coihue trees. From here you can take either a zigzagging trail 

through the forest or, if you cross to the other side of the high beam, a 

straight trail up the slope, following (and next to) a deep canyon (steeper). 

Both trails will end below the start of our second ropes course event: a 

platform from where a zip line crossed the canyon. Below the wooden 

platform, take the trail to your LEFT and across the slope. Do not take the 

trail that keeps going up the slope. Follow the trail across for a long way. 

You will have several opportunities for amazing views from rocks and 

over the Gutiérrez Lake and Continental Divide Valley. Keep going until 

you start hearing the roar of a huge waterfall. These series of long and 

powerful waterfalls are the result of a huge landslide in 2006, where the 

back bowl of South Mt Catedral slid in a massive event. Follow the trail 

down and parallel to a waterfall, until it curves around a rock. At that 

point, you HAVE TO cross the creek; otherwise there is no way to cross 

further on. Depending on the levels of the waters, you might get your feet 

wet. Once across, follow the trail into the forest and down the slope. At 

one point it levels in a valley leading towards a hilltop view. Keep going 

down. About 10 yards after you start going down (and after the junction 

towards the hilltop trail), there is a short 10 minute side trip you might 

wish to try. To your left there is a trail going down to the canyon and 

towards an amazing waterfall and pools, where you can take a dip in the waters or underneath the waterfall. 

Come back the same way and follow your previous trail down. Start looking to your left, down the canyon, to 

spot the first tree left standing: our “Resilient Tree”. Once the tree is on site, behind a huge rock, you will find a 

side trail leading left into the canyon. If you miss this side trail left, you will keep going down and will 

eventually hit our entrance road to the Estancia. Take left and return home. If you did not miss the turn, you will 

take the side trail drop towards the canyon and reach one of the branches of this massive slide. You will see our 

“Resilient Tree”, the first tree that was left standing during the slide and where the slide forked into 2 branches. 

Watch how it healed itself, its missing bark, how he kept his ground in the face of such a drastic threat! From 

the Resilient Tree, stay on that branch for about 30 yards and then turn left, through some fallen trees marked 

with ribbons, to access the left slide branch that leads towards Peuma Hue. Follow that slide down. The trail is 

not very well marked. Just go down the forest slope, following the rocks. Once you are reaching our property 

marked by a fence, cross to the left side of the river of rocks and access the property and the trail by going 

underneath the fence. To your left you´ll find the trail that will take you to the back of the Temple and to the 

start of the loop. Follow the trail to the lake and come back home enjoying the lakeshore. Please remember to 

leave the gate to the beach thoroughly closed. 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 Trekking to the Klaussen valley with Hilltop sidetrip. 
Approximate time: Klaussen Valley 3 hours. With hilltop sidetrip: 3 ½ to 4 hours.  

Level of difficulty: moderate to demanding 

 To Klaussen Valley – 3 hours approx 
Take the road that leads towards the stables. Follow it in the direction to the Temple. Cross the stream and 

continue on the trail leading towards – and then behind – the Temple. Follow it to the end, until you hit our 

fence. Cross underneath the fence (no gate) and you will see a huge river of rocks – one of two huge rock slide 

branches that resulted from a massive landslide in 2006, coming down the back bowl of South Mt Catedral. 

Once you crossed the fence, cross to the facing left side of the river of rocks and follow it up the slope. The trail 

is not well marked, just follow the rocks up until you cannot go further, blocked by a series of fallen trees. Take 

left through the falling trees and you will be on the second rock slide branch. Turn right and follow that slide 

up, to our “Resilient Tree”, the first tree that was left standing during the slide and where the slide forked into 2 

branches. Watch how it healed itself, its missing bark, how he kept his ground in the face of such a drastic 

threat! From the Resilient Tree, cross the creek to your left and follow a trail up a short rise and into the forest. 

Turn right on the trail and up the slope. When the trail levels, there is a sign saying towards “Mirador del 

Mascardi”. Turn left on that sign and follow that valley trail. About 10 yards before this junction, there is a 

short 10 minute side trip you might wish to try. To your right there is a trail going down to the canyon and 

towards an amazing waterfall and pools, where you can take a dip in the waters or underneath the waterfall. 

Come back the same way and follow to the junction by the sign to the “Mirador”, turning to your left. Follow 

that trail across the valley and beautiful forest until you cross a beautiful dry lagoon in the midst of the valley 

between the hill you will climb and the South slope of Mt Catedral. Cross the lagoon (try some Yoga if you 

wish), to another second and smaller dry lagoon. 

After crossing the second lagoon, the trail forks. Keep 

going straight; unless you wish to combine it with the 

hilltop trek (see description below) in which case you 

would here turn onto the left trail. The trail straight 

ahead will start turning left and down. Look for a 

junction with a trail to your right that will drop 

towards a creek. Continue down and right towards the 

creek and a waterfall at the end. Indulge under the 

waterfall if you are warm! Before the waterfall, the 

trail crosses to the other side of the creek. Cross it and 

follow the trail that takes across a slope and into 

another valley. Once in the valley you will have 2 

slopes at either side. Take the trail up the left slope 

that will lead you to a wooden fence and a gate. 

Please leave the gate closed once you crossed. The 

trail will approach to majestic rocks that drop 1000 metres down into the deep Klaussen Valley, with amazing 

views over Mascardi Lake and the Klaussen Peak ahead. If you look upstream, you will also see a huge 

waterfall. Condors frequently soar high when winds channel into that valley. Please watch your step and be very 

careful. Those rocks are extremely exposed. If you take the dogs with you, please hold them before you 

approach the rocks. It is extremely dangerous for them. Once you indulged in the views, we recommend you to 

backtrack your steps to the valley of the hilltop. You could also keep going down after the rocks, but the trail 

leads to some local dwellers´ homes that sometimes are not too friendly, nor are their dogs. In the event you go 

down that way, you will finally reach our entrance road. Turn left on the road and back to the Lodge. If you 

backtrack the way you approached the Klaussen Valley, follow the trail back through the valley, across the 

creek, to the lagoons and then down the canyon. Remember to start looking to your left, down the canyon, to 

spot the “Resilient Tree”. Once the tree is on site, behind a huge rock, you will find the side trail leading left 

into the canyon. If you miss this side trail left, you will keep going down and will eventually hit our entrance 



road to the Estancia. Take left and return home. If you did not miss the turn, you will take the same trail you 

took coming up. Look for the fallen trees marked with ribbons, to access the left slide branch that leads towards 

Peuma Hue. Follow that slide down. The trail is not very well marked. Just go down the forest slope, following 

the rocks. Once you are reaching our property marked by a fence, cross to the left side of the river of rocks and 

access the property and the trail by going underneath the fence. To your left you´ll find the trail that will take 

you to the back of the Temple. Follow the trail to the lake and come back home enjoying the lakeshore.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Trekking to Pontoneros 
Approximate time: 3 to 4 hours depending where you turn back 

Level of difficulty: Moderate 

 

You will start from Peuma Hue and cross the camping grounds next to the Estancia, towards road 40. When you 

reach the road, you will follow it towards Bariloche till you reach a bridge with the Torrontegui creek flowing 

below. You will cross the road and taking on the 

far side of the bridge, the trail starts going up, 

along the creek – if facing the creek, take to your 

left and up. Take advantage of drinking its pure 

waters! You will walk up through Patagonian 

cypress forest and start gaining altitude walking 

north, in the direction towards Bariloche. At one 

point you will start seeing Gutiérrez Lake to your 

left and the Catedral Range shooting above it. 

Views are spectacular. You can keep going for a 

long while, with all the Gutiérrez Lake at your feet 

and far beyond, behind the Otto Hill you might see 

– depending how far and up you went - views of 

the big Nahuel Huapi Lake.  

 



 

 

 Trekking the Catedral Ridge Walk 
Approximate time: 6 to 8 hours 

Level of difficulty: Strenuous – guide extremely recommended 

Peuma Hue is located at the foot of the southern end of the Catedral Range. This range is within the Nahuel 

National Park that holds the largest hiking network in the country, with high mountain trails linking surrounding 

peaks, mountain shelters, lagoons, waterfalls, creeks, canyons and forests, with superb views and the possibility 

to overnight at different mountain shelters in multi-day hikes. One of the most popular high mountaineering day 

treks is the Ridge Walk, rated among our guests as one of the 5 top hikes throughout the world. You can access 

the Mt Catedral central granite needles at the Frey shelter, known for rock climbers from all over the world, 

through 4 different ways. We suggest taking the Ridge walk for its majestic beauty and variety of terrain. This 

is only for guests with a high level of fitness; a 

guide is extremely recommended and guests should 

know that it is a strenuous hike, with areas of high 

exposure.  

We start by asking a transfer to take you to the ski 

resort, at the northern end of the Catedral Range. 

You then take the ski lifts up to the top. Depending 

on which lift is running, one takes you almost to the 

top but farther from the trail heading towards Frey 

and the other takes you about a 20 minute walk up 

short to the top, but closer to the trailhead towards 

Frey. Once on the Ridge, the views are absolutely 

breath taking. You can see all the way into Chile, 

over all the Andean peaks and surrounding lakes. 

You feel like being on top of the world, with the 

advantage of being only at around 2300 m (7600 ft). 

You then start walking on the western side of the 

Ridge heading south, with majestic views over Mt 

Tronador – our highest peak, with 8 glaciers and on the border with Chile – and over the Rucaco Valley, 

dropping 2300 m down a scree slope. The first third is on a relatively flat, narrow trail. Then you´ll have to sort 

come boulders and then the trail is less 

even. When reaching half way the Ridge, 

you will cross over to the eastern side of 

the Ridge, through a plateau (Cancha de 

Bochas – Bowling Court, due to its 

rounded rocks) and dropping towards the 

Schmall Lagoon, on a steep trail down. 

After surrounding the lagoon, a steep 

winding trail takes you to the Toncek 

lagoon, where the Frey shelter is located. 

You can marvel at the amazing 

amphitheater of granite needles 

surrounding the lagoon. Then the trail starts 

winding down into the forest following the 

Van Titter creek and canyon through 

pristine forest, to finally reach our 

Gutiérrez Lake at Bahía Muñoz. We will 

greet you there with our boat, to bring you 

back to Peuma Hue.  


